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Abstract—Today’s Wi Fi generation utilize the latest technology in their daily lives. Instructors at National University, the second largest non profit private institution of higher learning in California, are incorporating these new tools to modify their Online class formats to better accommodate these new skills in their distance education delivery modes. The University provides accelerated learning in a one-course per month format both Onsite and Online. Since there has been such a significant increase in Online classes over the past three years, and it is expected to grow even more over the next five years, Instructors cannot afford to maintain the status quo and not take advantage of these new options. It is at the discretion of the instructors which accessory they use and how comfortable and familiar they are with the technology. This paper explores the effects and summarizes students’ comments of some of these new technological options which have been recently provided in order to make students’ online learning experience more exciting and meaningful.
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I. INTRODUCTION

GENERATION Y, the echo boomers, the “millenials”, are the generation born between 1977 and 1994. They are the 71 million children of baby boomers that grew up Online and are ethnically diverse. They make up 26% of the general population. They spend $200 billion annually and are hard to reach. They do not read or watch TV, but the Internet is their medium of choice. [1] They are the most education-minded generation in history. Influenced by Baby-boomer parents who value education and a workplace that demands it. [2] Most Gen- Yers recognize that the key to their success lies in advanced learning. An online education is a natural choice.

Perhaps there’s a nicer way to put it. “The baby boomers seem to see technology as information and communication,” said Prof. Michael Bugeja, director of the journalism school at Iowa State University and the author of “Interpersonal Divide: The Search for Community in a Technological Age.” He continues, “Their offspring and the emerging generation seem to see the same devices as entertainment and socializing.”[3] Another author states, [4] “the World Wide Web is the largest resource of information in the whole world and whatever your needs the Internet can provide. What started as a bubble has soon become a massive tidal wave and online education is one of the areas that is still increasing, probably more than ever. In addition, globalization of communication, entertainment, and information provides students with wider perspectives and resources than ever before, placing them in a new and continually changing learning space.” The Sloan Foundation’s report, Online Nation A Five Year Report (October 2007)[5] reports:

- Almost 3.5 million students were taking at least one online course during the fall 2006 term; a nearly 10 percent increase over the number reported the previous year.
- The 9.7 percent growth rate for online enrollments far exceeds the 1.5 percent growth of the overall higher education student population.

Dysart predicts that “continued robust growth in online learning during 2008, with most new registrations popping up at institutions already embracing the market. [6] The higher education environment is changing rapidly. The demand for new services is increasing. Nontraditional students seek flexible class schedules which are generating an increasing need for distance education. Today’s student demographics differ from what we have seen in traditional institutions”. A number of new options are now available to enhance the learning experience in the form of new technology.

In the 2007 Horizon Report Educause identified six emerging technologies in higher education. They include [7]

1. User-created content: Instructor and student are part of sharing content as part of the education process. Examples of these platforms include thread discussion, blogs and wikis.
2. Social networking: This technology replaced emails. It allows used to post messages on friends’ boards in popular venues such as MySpace and FaceBook. Once predominately used among younger students, now commonly used by adult students and faculty.
3. Mobile devices: Expansion of mobile phone capabilities enable this technology niche to grow. The major breakthrough includes Apple adapting their iTunes platform to introduce iTunes University. Small portable
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device such as cell phone and MP3 are replacing bulky devices as laptops.

4. Virtual Worlds: This technology becomes viable environment from entertaining, politics and commerce. Researchers use this technology to capture real-time data feeds to model complex concepts. Instructors use it as virtual teaching labs.

5. New Forms of Scholarship and Publishing: Approaches to scholarship and publishing changes rapidly with new tools and ways to interacting, analyzing and critiquing scholarly works. Scholars will be adapting with these emerging technologies.

6. Massive multi media games and simulations: Educators have begun to experiment with games and simulations for education purposes as the cost of developing these media become more affordable and the use becomes more popular among students.

Many higher institutions are currently utilizing user-created content technologies to mediate classrooms for both asynchronous and synchronous modes of communication. While web-enhanced courses may benefit from asynchronous communication as lecture topics, threaded discussions, and/or email, it can be enhanced by a live-text messaging function for synchronous communication. Voice over Internet Protocol (VOIP) requires both instructor and students to connect synchronously. Leading VOIP technology providers in higher education include iLine, Illuminate and Adobe. This family of technologies allows IP to be used for voice applications, such as voice instant messaging and teleconferencing. VOIP entails solutions at most every level of an IP network—from specialized voice applications (SKYPE) all the way down to low-level quality measures that an IP network provides.

Institutions select those services that they feel are either responsive to the institution’s distance learning goals or may base their choice of technology according to students’ preferences. This article discusses how National University has selected a combination of technologies that best fit its mission and learning objectives. National University (NU) [9] a leader in Online education, is an accredited, private university based in San Diego, California with 27 regional campuses located within the state and one in Nevada. NU has an enrollment of 22,000 full-time undergraduate and graduate students. The university was founded in 1971, and is the second-largest private university in the State of California with the third largest graduate program in the country. It has witnessed a strong growth in its online classes and programs. The number of online classes offered at National University has increased in all of its five schools and one college. The number has doubled for the College of Letters and Sciences (COLS) and tripled for School of Engineering and Technology (SOET) between 2005 and 2007. The School of Media and Communication (SOMC) offered more than half of their programs online in 2007.

According to a student survey conducted in 2007 with 866 responses, the primary reasons the respondents opted for online courses are

- They prefer the flexibility of doing schoolwork at their convenience times and
- They are unable to attend evening classes on campus due to work/personal schedule conflicts.

84% of the total respondents were located in the same time zone as the university, 23% of the Graduate respondents claimed that it was the flexibility of doing schoolwork at the students’ convenience times. 29% of the Undergraduate respondents indicated they were unable to attend evening classes on campus due to work/personal schedule conflicts.

As a consequence, the number of students taking online classes has grown steadily. The following graph illustrates the growth in numbers of students enrolled in online classes at NU.

![Fig. 1 The growth in numbers of students enrolled in online classes at NU](image-url)

Students’ preference for the online modality differs among the schools in which they are enrolled. While the majority of graduate students in the School of Business and Management (SOBM) (44%) prefer a combination of synchronous and asynchronous formats, undergraduate students in the same school prefer the asynchronous mode with no optional live chat sessions. Both graduate and undergraduate students (over 42%) in COLS also prefer to take asynchronous classes with no optional live chat sessions. Their second best option is asynchronous supplemented by optional live text messaging chat sessions. More than half of the students enrolled in School of Education (SOE) prefer asynchronous classes. Almost 30% of students in this school indicated that they prefer online classes for its flexibility to do schoolwork at times that are convenient for them.

As a result, the number of online students at National University has grown exponentially. In 2007, only 34% of NU students had never taken an online class. This number has declined consistently since 2002 when 80% of all students took onsite classes. The number of students who took all their classes online has also increased from 4% in 2002 to 27% in 2007.

To satisfy these online needs, NU utilizes several different services. The choice of technology differs among the different schools. Currently, all the online classes are offered on the eCollege® platform. [10] Students interact with each other asynchronously through lecture topics, discussion boards and synchronous weekly text-chat sessions. The instructor acts as...
both moderator and lecturer and provides a constant virtual presence.

NU has invested in iLinc® software. In iLinc®, students can see and hear each other as well as the instructor in real time [11]. The system allows application sharing, group web browsing, the display of PowerPoint slideshows, voting, and independent group work.

Using this technology, the instructor acts as both a discussion moderator and a live lecturer. It is at the discretion of the Instructor as to which method they use.

II. VoIP

![VoIP Diagram](image)

This is a new technology and little research has been done on the efficacy of using audio conferencing. However [Chen CC, Wu J, Yang SC 12] in their study find, “that for decision making tasks audio conferencing has a significant impact on cooperative learning satisfaction but not on learning performance.”

In the School of Health and Human Services (SHHS) the online courses follow the NU protocol: an asynchronous weekly lecture topic, discussion boards, homework assignments, quizzes a midterm and final exam. Chat sessions are compulsory and once again offered either in the text or iLinc format. The nursing faculty favors the text 10.11.12. chats and offers these twice a week to accommodate the students’ preferences. Topics for the Chats are posted in the weekly course schedule, so the students come prepared to the session and are expected to actively participate in the two hour meeting. The role of the chat is to promote interaction among the students, discuss topics and provide an opportunity to ask the Instructor for direction and/or help if required. Generally the instructor acts as a moderator rather than a lecturer. The disadvantages of the text format are

- that some students do not participate, and rely on others “to carry the conversation”
- the students follow a theme and “go in different directions”
- Some students are “slow typers” and get “left behind”
- The instructor may struggle to maintain “control of the conversation”

This author favors VoIP and offered this format in an Undergraduate SHHS class titled “Legal and Ethical issues and Health professions.” The standard NU protocol was followed: weekly lectures discussion boards and Homework assignments. No quizzes or exams were given since the Homework assignments were comprehensive and required significant additional research and work by the individual students in order to earn a good grade. The chat topics were posted ahead of time. This format was a resounding success because

- The students were well prepared
- They followed direction and kept to the subjects under discussion
- In addition to the audio component they had the option for texting
- They shared Internet resources with one another
- The class was able to view court filings and follow up articles on the web in “real time”
- The students actively participated in all conversations and
- The instructor was able to lecture, moderate and/or facilitate depending on the circumstances

The students really appreciated this new format. They were “scattered” throughout the state of California and felt the experience closely resembled a “classroom setting.” In SHHS this online format is an extremely useful delivery method for didactic material to students in the Nursing program. However, since clinical applications are such a necessary part of the curriculum, Onsite classes are still necessary for completion of the program.

In the School of Business, the faculty is encouraged to use ILINC for their weekly Chat sessions. In a Marketing Advertising class, the students were able to review, share and criticize their favorite advertisements with the rest of the class. The students were also tasked to review advertising agency websites and other marketing websites. A Graduate Marketing class was asked to watch a TV reality show and share their experiences with the rest of the class. Reviewing web contents and material was an integral part of weekly assignments. Computer-generated weekly quizzes were also given and graded to provide instant feedback. Overall the students enjoyed the experience and felt this class to be an excellent learning exercise.

In the Marketing Research classes, Instructors are able to introduce the students to statistical software, and demonstrate and provide examples utilizing the ILINC® whiteboard where both teacher and student can interact and solve problems together. This is managed by “handing off” to the student so he/she has the “floor” and can add to the “whiteboard exercise.” Comments from students are positive since they feel they are actively participating and this closely resembles
The university has also transformed its Writing and Math centers from onsite to online in order to support a larger student population. The faculty in SOMC are familiar with the new technology. They incorporate both audio and video components into their courses. Lecture topics may be previously recorded in either format and more use of the "webcam" is employed in synchronous chat sessions. The "webcam" is a device that allows the instructor to display their screen and share it with the students. This technology is used to enhance the learning experience, allowing students to see the instructor's work in real-time.

In the School of Engineering (SOE), VOIP has become the preferred mode of instructional delivery. The majority of classes offered in both graduate and undergraduate level are eCollege equipped with the iLinc component. Engineering students prefer the hands-on experience and opportunities to share "live exercises." Several virtual laboratories are now offered. Their purpose is to act as a precursor and familiarize the students with the course materials prior to the "live laboratory class." Most of the undergraduate classes offered in COLS are through eCollege with the iLinc component. Synchronous mode of instruction does not appear to be the top choice for undergraduate students.

The faculty in SOMC are familiar with the newer technology. They incorporate both audio and video components into their courses. Lecture topics may be previously recorded in either format and more use of the "webcam" is employed in synchronous chat sessions. The development of Podcasts is currently being evaluated. The university has also transformed its Writing and Math centers from onsite to online in order to support a larger number of student located outside San Diego. The transformation allows the university to service more students effectively on a one-on-one basis in real time using VOIP.

Bates and Poole state, "Managing teaching workload is the most difficult and critical issue in the use of technology for teaching in higher education (14)." The effective use of technology in any work environment requires major changes in the organization of work. Basically, teaching with technology creates more work for the instructor than teaching face-to-face, at least initially, thus more work has to go into the 'front-end' of teaching - design and development - but with careful management this can be accompanied by some savings of time in the delivery of courses. One reason why educational technology often fails is that teachers try to carry over the predominant styles of the classroom to the new media, rather than developing new formats that exploit the unique features of the medium or technology. At the same time, presenting teaching in new ways will require students also to approach the learning task differently." They continue, "The more different ways we can learn about a subject or topic, the more deeply we are likely to understand. Thus one immediate advantage of using different media and technologies is that they allow us to represent the world in different ways."

In addition Hines and, Pearl make the following statements: "Goldberg (founder of WebCT, questioned the usefulness of synchronous chats in the learning environment and proclaimed his bias toward, and "almost exclusive use of asynchronous communication tools" (p.1) in electronic course offerings [16]. However, instructor preference for asynchronous tools may not necessarily match student preferences. Though students may not have time to carefully consider and prepare responses, the immediacy of the synchronous exchange stimulates overall interaction. They continue, According to Lynch [17] the first foundational rule of web-based instruction states, "We must push beyond our comfort zones" (p. 3). It has been demonstrated that forty-four people in forty-four different locations can participate in a stimulating and coherent discussion on a given topic. It is hoped that online instructors who have not explored the possibilities of synchronous tools will be prompted to consider going live."

These statements confirm the position that was taken by NU when they considered several critical factors in the design and delivery of their distance education to ensure and promote effective student learning. Available technologies must support and augment the learning objectives, student preferences, and be pedagogically sound. By selecting and using "new tools" that better accommodate the different disciplines and satisfy these goals one anticipates that NU will be able to maintain its role as a leader in the delivery of Online education.


